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Abstract

For the automatic revision of homework assignments in Prolog program-
ming courses, in general one has to rely on testing or on validating pro-
grams with respect to a specification. Here, we present a pragmatic and
flexible method for the partial specification of program properties. Within
the AT(P) system, partial specifications can be used for automatic analysis
of student solutions to Prolog exercises, yielding automatically generated
feedback to the student. AT(P) is integrated into the Virtual University
system of the FernUniversität in Hagen.

1 Introduction

For the automatic revision of homework assignments in Prolog programming
courses, in general one has to rely on testing or on validating programs with
respect to a specification. Here, we present a pragmatic and flexible method
for the partial specification of program properties. Partial specifications can
be used for automatic analysis of student solutions to Prolog exercises, yielding
automatically generated feedback to the student.

This approach has been realized in the AT(P) system which is a Prolog in-
stance of our more general AT(x) framework. Within the distance teaching en-
vironment where AT(P) is being used for teaching Prolog courses, three major
requirements emerged:

• Correctness: when stating an error in a student’s program, there indeed
exists one.

• Robustness: guaranteed termination even for students’ programs that cause
runtime errors or infinite loops.

• Understandable output : messages of the system must especially aim at stu-
dents.
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In this paper, we provide an introduction to the AT(P) system. AT(P) was also
presented at the 18. Workshop on Logic Programming in Potsdam [1]. Several
parts of this paper describing the general AT(x) framework are taken from [1],
while here backtracking tests are described in more detail, and new examples for
partial specifications are given.

After giving an overview on the integration of AT(P) into the Virtual Uni-
versity system of the FernUniversität in Hagen, the general requirements of the
central analysis component are described. The analysis of Prolog programs is
based on the partial specification of program properties (procedural as well as
declarative ones). In particular, we will give various examples of our approach
to partial program specifications that can be expressed in AT(P), illustrating for
instance how the messages provided by the system can be easily adapted to the
students’ needs.

2 WebAssign and AT(x)

The AT(x) framework is designed to be used in combination with WebAssign,
a general system for assignments and assessment of exercises for courses [2, 12].
WebAssign provides support with web-based interfaces for all activities occurring
in the assignment process, e.g. for the activities of the author of a task, a student
solving it, and a corrector correcting and grading the submitted solution. In
particular, it enables tasks with automatic test facilities and manual assessment,
scoring and annotation. WebAssign is integrated in the Virtual University system
of the FernUniversität Hagen [6].

From the students’ point of view, WebAssign provides access to the tasks to
be solved by the students. A student can work out his solution and submit it
to WebAssign. Here, two different submission modes are distinguished. In the
so-called pre-test mode, the submission is only preliminary. In pre-test mode,
automatic analyses or tests are carried out to give feedback to the student. The
student can then modify and correct his solution, and he can use the pre-test
mode again until he is satisfied with his solution. Eventually, he submits his
solution in final assessment mode after which the assessment of the submitted
solution is done, either manually or automatically, or by a combination of both.

While WebAssign has built-in components for automatic handling of easy-to-
correct tasks like multiple-choice questions, this is not the case for more complex
tasks like programming exercises. Here, specific correction modules are needed.
The AT(x) framework aims to analyze solutions to programming exercises and
can be used as an automatic correction module for WebAssign. Its main purpose
is to serve as an automatic test and analysis facility in pre-test mode.
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AT(x) is divided into several components: the main work is done by the
analysis component of the respective AT(x) instances (cf. Figure 1). Especially in
functional and logic programming, the used languages are well suited for handling
programs as data. The analysis components of AT(P) (and also of AT(S), an
instance of AT(x) for the functional programming language Scheme, cf. [13]) is
therefore implemented in the target language (i.e. the language the programs to
be tested are written in).

While for a description of the various other AT(x) components we refer to
[1], the general requirements for the analysis components are summarized in the
following section, whereas the Prolog analysis system for AT(P) is described in
Sec. 4.

Supervisor

core component
(in target language)

Student Student Student Student

background

(test queries,

reference solution)
test results

data analysis system

Java interface

WebAssign
user interface
user administration

Figure 1: Structure of AT(x)

3 General Requirements for the Analysis Components

The heart of the AT(x) system is given by the individual analysis components
for the different programming languages. The intended use in testing homework
assignments rather than arbitrary programs implies some important properties
of the analysis components discussed here: it can rely on the availability of a
detailed specification of the homework tasks, it must be robust against non ter-
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minating input programs and runtime errors, and it must generate reliable output
understandable for beginners.

The description for each homework task consists of the following parts:

• A textual description of the task. (This is essentially used in preparation
of the homework assignment, but not in the testing task itself.)

• A set of test cases for the task.

• Specifications of program properties and of the generated solutions. (This
applies especially for declarative languages like Prolog.)

• A reference solution. (This is a program which is assumed to be a cor-
rect solution to the homework task and which can be used to judge the
correctness of the students’ solutions.)

This part of input is called the static input to the analysis component, because
it usually remains unchanged between the individual test sessions. A call to the
analysis system contains an additional dynamic input which consists of a unique
identifier for the homework task (used to access the appropriate set of static
input) and a program to be tested.

Now we want to discuss the requirements on the behaviour of the analysis sys-
tem in more detail. Concretizing the requirement of reliable output we want our
analysis component to return an error only if such an error really exists. Where
this is not possible (especially when non termination is assumed), the restricted
confidence should clearly be communicated to the student, e.g. by marking the
returned message as a warning instead of an error. For warnings the system
should describe an additional task to be performed by the student in order to
discriminate errors from false messages.

Runtime errors of every kind must be caught without affecting the whole
system. For instance, if executing the student’s program causes a runtime error,
this should not corrupt the behaviour of the other components. Towards this end,
our AT(P) and AT(S) implementations exploit the hooks of user-defined error
handlers provided by SICStus Prolog and MzScheme, respectively. An occurring
runtime error is reported to the student, and no further testing is done, because
the system’s state is no longer reliable.

For ensuring termination of the testing process, infinite loops in the tested
program must also be detected and interrupted. As the question whether an
arbitrary program terminates is undecidable in general, an analysis component
will have to rely on a safe approximation to the detection of non-termination (see
Sec. 4), and the report to the student must clearly state the restricted confidence
on any detected non-termination.
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4 Analysis of Prolog Programs

Due to the declarative character of Prolog, a variety of tests can be performed
on Prolog programs. Certain main properties of a program can be tested by
annotations. Our system AT(P) is essentially based on the TSP approach of
H. Neumann [7] where several kinds of Prolog annotations are proposed, together
with an algorithm for their validation with respect to a given student’s program
and a reference program.

4.1 Annotation Tests

One general kind of annotation is a positive/negative annotation. Such an anno-
tation consists of a test query, a flag whether this query should succeed or fail
and a description of the property that is violated if the query does not behave
as expected. This description is reported to the student together with the query
and the intended result.

Example 1 Consider the task of implementing a predicate between/3 described
as follows:

Let N and M be integers with N ≤M . Define a predicate between/3
such that a query between(X, N, M) is true if N is less or equal to M,
and X is an integer between N and M.

A possible error of a student’s program is to allow for too large values X in a call
between(X ,N ,M ). We can detect and explain that by an annotation test where

• the test query is set to “between(30, 10, 20)”,

• the success flag is set to expected failure,

• the error explanation text is “If X is greater than the uppe r bound M,
between(X,N,M) must not succeed”.

For instance, if this test fails, the system will generate the following output: The
following query succeded, though it should fail: between(30,10,20). Therefore,
your program violates the following property: If X is greater than the upper
bound M, between(X,N,M) must not succeed. �

Apart from positive/negative annotations, the TSP system introduced com-
pleteness annotations, expressing constraints on the number of solutions to a
query (see Sec. 5), and file annotations, enabling some handling of files. Further,
mode and example specifications are special kinds of annotations as well.
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4.2 Mode Tests

Mode tests form the class of tests that is performed most often by AT(P). Its
aim is to check whether the given program (or more precisely, the currently
checked predicate in this program) behaves correctly for all intended modes (i.e.
combinations of input and output instantiations of the predicate). Performing a
mode test consists of the following steps:

1. Generate test queries for all intended modes of the tested predicate.

2. For each generated query perform the following steps:

(a) Evaluate the query (as a backtracking test, to be explained below) with
respect to the student’s program, and collect all generated results.

(b) Evaluate the query with respect to the reference program, and collect
all generated results.

(c) Search for evidence for errors in the results of evaluation.

The generation of test queries uses a list of instantiated terms (example terms)
that should be provable by the tested predicate, and a list of modes the predicate
should be applicable with. In the mode list the individual parameter positions are
marked as input or output parameter as usual: + denotes an input parameter
that must be instantiated, − denotes an output parameter that must not be
instantiated, and parameters marked with ? may be either way.

Example 2 Consider the well-known append/3 predicate:

append([], L, L).
append([H|R1], L2, [H|R]) :- append(R1, L2, R).

Some example terms (provable goals) for this predicate are

append([], [a, b], [a, b]), append([a], [], [a]), append([a], [b, c], [a, b, c]).

Let the list of modes of append/3 be the following.1

append(?L1, ?L2,+L3), append(+L1,+L2, ?L3)

1In contrast to the usual mode declaration append(?Prefix , ?Suffix , ?Combined) found e.g. in
[10], here we are not interested in the capability of append/3 to guess list entries when they are
not completely given as e.g. in the goal append(L1, [a, b], L).
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For the first example term and the first mode declaration we get the following
list of test queries:

append(L1, L2, [a, b]), append(L1, [a, b], [a, b]),
append([], L2, [a, b]), append([], [a, b], [a, b]) .

The other example terms and mode declarations are processed analogously. �

4.3 Backtracking tests

Mode and completeness annotations give rise to so-called backtracking tests. The
current test query (built from a mode annotation as shown above, or given in a
completeness annotation) is evaluated within the original backtracking analyzer
of [7]. The backtracking analyzer evaluates a test query with respect to a pro-
gram and an expected number of answers, creating a (partial) list of answers
and a status report. The evaluation process is controlled by two limits. The
backtracking limit L stems from the backtracking test in question. It is set to be
L := L0 + 3, where L0 is the limit of the completeness annotation, or, in case of
a mode test, L0 := 1. So for a mode or completeness annotation, several extra
solutions to each test query shall be sought, thereby giving more possibility to
catch wrong solutions, or to detect universal termination. The second limit is
the termination limit Max , the empirical estimation of the number of resolution
steps and runtime calls needed. If L0 is given, the execution of the test query
ends at the latest after L+1 solutions have been found. Either way, the excution
of the test query ends at the latest after Max + 1 steps.

A mode error is reported, if for some mode test query no student solution
(i. e., no solution with respect to the student’s program) is found, or some student
solution is refuted by the reference program, or the termination limit is reached.
Analogously for a completeness error.

4.4 Wrong and Missing Solutions

To determine wrong solutions, we have to evaluate each test query with respect to
the student program, and then check the resulting substitutions with the reference
program. The substitutions refuted by the reference program are wrong. If we
also want to determine missing solutions, we need to evaluate each test query
for the second time, now with respect to the reference program. Both programs,
the reference program and the student’s program, are held in memory in parallel
using different modules.

The following steps of comparison are performed:
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• Solutions of a student’s program are reported as wrong solutions if they are
falsified by the reference program (i.e. if the query given by the solution
fails in the reference program).

• A solution of the reference program is reported as missing if it is not sub-
sumed by some solution of the student’s program. (It is not sufficient for
the student’s program to accept every solution generated by the reference
program. The student’s program must rather be able to generate all these
solutions.)

• For some of the test queries the number of expected solutions can be given
(completeness annotation), and the number of solutions generated by the
student’s program is compared with this specification.

Example 3 Consider the task of implementing a predicate perm/2 that is ful-
filled if both arguments are lists which are permutations of each other. Let the
analyzed test query be perm([a, b, c], L). Let further the programs generate the
following instantiations for L:

considered values
analyzed program [a, b, c], [a, c, b], [b, a, c], [b, c, a], [c, a, b], [c, b, a]
reference solution [c, b, a], [c, a, b], [b, c, a], [b, a, c], [a, c, b], [a, b, c]

Because of comparing of the solution sequences as sets, the system can infer the
correctness of the analyzed program with respect to this query. �

In case of an infinite number of solutions just a prefix is generated. The system
is still applicable to those tasks with infinite solution set if a natural order on the
solutions exists and therefore the generated solutions of the student’s program
and the reference program match. An example of a problem with natural order is
the generation of all prime numbers. In contrast, there is no single natural order
for generating all words over the alphabet Σ = {@,#, $}.

4.5 Redundant Solutions

Redundant solutions, i.e. solutions erroneously occurring several times in the se-
quence of solutions, are detected by an algorithm that interprets every repetition
of a solution as an unintended one. If repeated solutions are intended by the
problem, these messages can be filtered out later. This procedure turned out to
be sufficient since in our context of homework assignments the processed solution
sequences are usually quite small.
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4.6 Supervising Termination and Runtime Errors

During the evaluation of a query in a module, its termination behaviour is as-
sessed by a meta-interpreter as follows. Goals for predicates defined in the module
are resolved, whereas goals for built-ins or imported predicates are passed to the
runtime system using timed-out call/1. The interpreter counts the number of res-
olutions and runtime calls. Upon exceeding the threshold, the current evaluation
of the query is aborted and evidence for an infinite loop is reported.

The class of runtime errors contains all errors that are detected by the runtime
system and cause the immediate termination of the computation (unless they are
caught and processed as in our system). Runtime errors in Prolog programs
contain among others

• existence errors (e.g. a non-existing predicate was called)

• instantiation errors (e.g. performing a mathematical computation with unin-
stantiated arguments)

• resource errors (e.g. no more memory).

Test evaluations performed by AT(P) are supervised and runtime errors are
caught. If a runtime error occurs, the error message is passed to the student
via WebAssign and the remaining tests are canceled. This cancellation avoids
imprecise results for further tests caused by side-effects of the runtime error.

5 Partial Specifications of Program Properties

We will present concrete examples of specifications of program properties as they
can be expressed in our system. They are provided by the tutor and present a
powerful and very flexible means of expressing partial program specifications. Re-
garding the significance of “correct” specifications, one might ask what happens
if a partial specification given by the tutor contains incomplete or wrong decla-
rations of e.g. modes or examples. Of course, this could have dramatic effects
leading to incorrect feedback to the students. However, this situation touches an
inherent teaching problem: The teacher’s instructions should be flawless. While
it seems generally accepted that fully automatic generation of test cases is not
feasible, AT(P) improves the homework assignment process compared to only
manual correction and textual handout of reference solutions.

Factorial Suppose in a Prolog course, the predicate fac/2 for computing the
factorial of a natural number has been introduced, using the calling pattern
fac(+N,?F), i.e., if N and F are such that F = N! then fac(N,F) holds provided
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that the first argument is instantiated. Let us further assume that the following
homework assigment is given to the students: Define a predicate inv fac/2 that
computes both the factorial as well as its inverse, where at least one argument
must be instantiated.

Figure 2 gives a partial specification of inv fac/2. In line 2, modes/1 has a
list of two mode terms expressing the intended usage of inv fac/2. Together with
the example term given in line 3, the test queries inv fac(5,F), inv fac(5,120),
and inv fac(N,120) are automatically generated.

% Import: fac/2 % 0
:- load files([library(’fac.pl’)], [compilation mode(assert all)]). % 1

modes([inv fac(+N, ?F), inv fac(?N, +F)]). % 2

examples([inv fac(5,120)]). % 3

testcase(complete(inv fac( N,1), 2, =)). % 4

testcase(pos ann((inv fac(0, F), F = 1), % 5
’inv fac(0,F) => F = 1’)). % 6

testcase(pos ann((fac(6, F), inv fac(X, F), X = 6), % 7
’F > 1 and fac(N,F) and inv fac(X,F) => N = X’)). % 8

testcase(pos ann((inv fac(N, 720), fac(N, X), X = 720), % 9
’inv fac(N,F) and fac(N,X) => F = X’)). %10

testcase(pos ann((inv fac(5,F), fac(5,F)), %11
’inv fac(N,F) => fac(N,F)’)). %12

testcase(neg ann(inv fac( N,100), %13
’not fac(N,F) => not inv fac(N,F)’)). %14

testcase(neg ann(inv fac( N,0), ’not inv fac( N,0)’)). %15

testcase(neg ann(inv fac( N,-1), ’F < 0 => not inv fac( N,F)’)). %16

testcase(neg ann(inv fac(-1, F), ’N < 0 => not inv fac(N, F)’)). %17

Figure 2: Specification of program properties for inv fac/2

Line 4 contains a so-called completeness annotation (cf. Sec. 4). The general
form of a completeness annotation is

testcase(complete(+TestQuery, +Limit, +Op)).

which causes a check whether TestQuery produces a number N of solutions such
that N Op Limit holds, with Op ∈ {<, <=, =, >=, >}. Thus, line 4 specifies that
inv fac( N,1) has exactly 2 solutions (the factorial of both 0 and 1 yields 1).
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Lines 5–17 contain four positive (5–12) and four negative (13–17) annotations.
In general, for a positive annotation

testcase(pos ann(+TestQuery, +Annotation)).

TestQuery should succeed. If it fails, Annotation is violated. For instance,
if the query inv fac(N, 720), fac(N, X), X = 720 fails, then the annotation
’inv fac(N,F) and fac(N,X) => F = X’ has been violated (lines 9-10). Note
that the annotations are given as text strings, intended as error explanations for
the students.

Analogously, the test query in a negative annotation should fail. For instance,
if the query inv fac( N,100) succeeds, the annotation ’not fac(N,F) => not
inv fac(N,F)’ has been violated (lines 13-14).

Let us now suppose that the tutor wants the students to develop a version of
inv fac/2 where both of its arguments may be uninstantiated. The specification
of program properties given in Fig. 2 can be adapted to this modified task easily
by just replacing line 2 by

modes([inv fac(?N, ?F)]).

specifying the generalized mode situation.

Between A partial specification of program properties of the predicate
between/3 (Sec. 4) is given in Figure 3. Note that here, the tutor has choosen
rather verbal annotations as error explanations, instead of more formal ones as
for inv fac/2. An example session involving between/3 is given in the appendix.
Subterm Let the following homework assignment be given: Define a predicate
subterm/2 with calling pattern subterm(+SubTerm,+Term) that holds if SubTerm
is a subterm of Term, where every term is a subterm of itself, and a subterm of
an argument of some term T is a subterm of T as well. For instance, p(X) is a
subterm of p(X) and of q(a,p(X),Y), but not a subterm of p(Y). Figure 4 specifies
various properties of subterm/2. If we want to extend the task by requiring that
in the case of multiple occurrences of SubTerm in Term the predicate should
succeed only once, we could adapt the partial program specification of Figure 4
by adding the completeness annotation

testcase(complete(subterm(a, p(a,g(a,a),a)), 1, =)).

Palindrom Let alphabet([a, d,m]). specify the alphabet of characters a, d, m. A
palindrom is a sequence of characters (from this alphabet) that reads backwards
the same (“Madam I’m Adam”). Figure 5 contains a partial specification of
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modes([between(? X, + N, + M)]). % 1

examples([between(1,0,3)]). % 2

testcase(complete(between( X,100,102), 3, =)). % 3

testcase(complete(between( X,5,5), 1, =)). % 4

testcase(neg ann(between( X,6,5), ’If the lower bound N is greater % 5
than the upper bound M, between(X,N,M) can not succeed’)). % 6

testcase(pos ann(between(10,10,20), ’The lower bound N is % 7
between N and M’)). % 8

testcase(pos ann(between(20,10,20), ’The upper bound M is % 9
between N and M’)). %10

testcase(pos ann(between(20,20,20), ’N is between N and N’)). %11

testcase(neg ann(between(20,30,40), ’If X is less than the lower %12
bound N, between(X,N,M) must not succeed’)). %13

testcase(neg ann(between(30,10,20), ’If X is greater than the upper %14
bound M, between(X,N,M) must not succeed’)). %15

Figure 3: Specification of program properties for between/3

palindrom/1 that holds if its argument is a palindrom, e.g. palindrom([m, a, d,
a, m]). Note the use of the completeness annotation in line 3, requiring that the
test query ?- palindrom( L). generates at least 10 solutions.

Cycles Assume that an undirected graph is given by stating its edges using
edge/2, e.g.:

edge(a,b). %
edge(a,c). % a ------ b
edge(c,d). % | | \
edge(d,h). % | | \
edge(b,d). % c ------ d -- h
edge(b,h). %

Define a predicate cycle/1 that holds if its argument is a simple cycle, i.e. a path
in the graph with identical initial and final node where only one node occurs more
than once in the path. For instance:

?- cycle([d, h, b, d]).
yes
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modes([subterm(+ SubTerm, + Term)]). % 1

examples([subterm(p(X), q(a,p(X),y,p(p(X))))]). % 2

testcase(pos ann(subterm(p(X), p(X)), % 3
’forall T: [atomic(T) or var(T) or compound(T)] => subterm(T,T)’)). % 4

testcase(neg ann(subterm(p(X), p(Y)), % 5
’var(X) and var(Y) and not X == Y => not subterm(p(X),p(Y))’)). % 6

testcase(neg ann(subterm(p(x), p(X)), % 7
’atomic(A) and var(X) => not subterm(p(A),p(X))’)). % 8

testcase(neg ann(subterm(p(x), p(q(x))), % 9
’T1 does not occur as substring in T2 => not subterm(T1,T2)’)). %10

Figure 4: Specification of program properties for subterm/2

modes([palindrom(? L)]). % 1

examples([palindrom([m,a,d,a,m])]). % 2

testcase(complete(palindrom( L), 10, >=)). % 3

testcase(pos ann(palindrom([]), ’palindrom([])’)). % 4

testcase(pos ann(palindrom([a]), % 5
’member(X, Alphabet) => palindrom([X])’)). % 6

testcase(pos ann(palindrom([a, a]), % 7
’member(X, Alphabet) => palindrom([X,X])’)). % 8

testcase(pos ann(palindrom([a, a, a]), % 9
’member(X, Alphabet) => palindrom([X,X,X])’)). %10

testcase(pos ann(palindrom([d, m, a, a, m, d]), %11
’[forall X: member(X,A) => member(X, Alphabet)] and reverse(A,B) %12
and append(A,B,C) => palindrom(C)’)). %13

testcase(neg ann(palindrom([m, a, b, a, m]), %14
’not member(X, Alphabet) and member(X,L) => not palindrom(L)’)). %15

testcase(neg ann(palindrom([m, a, d, a, m, a]), %16
’L = [A| R] and length(L,N) and even(N) and last(L,B) %17
and not A == B => not palindrom(L)’)). %18

testcase(neg ann(palindrom([m, a, d, a, d]), %19
’L = [A| R] and length(L,N) and odd(N) and last(L,B) %20
and not A == B => not palindrom(L)’)). %21

Figure 5: Specification of program properties for palindrom/1
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modes([cycle(? cycle)]). % 1

examples([cycle([h,d,c,a,b,h])]). % 2

testcase(complete(cycle([h|Rest]), 6, =)). % 3

testcase(neg ann(cycle([]), ’The empty path is not a cycle’)). % 4

testcase(neg ann(cycle([a,a]), % 5
’not edge(A,A) => not cycle([A,A])’)). % 6

testcase(neg ann(cycle([a,b,a,c,a]), ’Z = [A|Rest] and Rest % 7
contains A more than once => not cycle(Z)’)). % 8

testcase(neg ann(cycle([a,b,d,h,b,a]), ’Z = [A|Rest] and Rest % 9
contains a node other than A more than once => not cycle(Z)’)). %10

testcase(neg ann(cycle([a,b,d,c]), ’Z = [A|Rest] and last(Rest,B) %11
and not A == B => not cycle(Z)’)). %12

testcase(neg ann(cycle([a,h,a]), %13
’not A == B and not edge(A,B) => not cycle([A,B,A])’)). %14

Figure 6: Specification of program properties for cycle/1

?- cycle([a, b|Rest]).
Rest = [a] ;
Rest = [d, c, a] ;
Rest = [h, d, c, a]

Figure 6 contains a partial specification of cycle/1. For instance, line (2)
specifies that there are exactly 6 simple cycles with start node h. Please note
that the testcases in Figure 6 are rather fine-tuned towards the given graph;
however, given the flexibility of our specification approach, it is easy to use also
more general ones.

6 Conclusions and Further Work

The AT(P) system is fully implemented and operational. The analysis component
runs under SICStus Prolog based on the SUN Solaris or Suse Linux operating
system and, via its Java interface component, serves as a client for WebAssign.
AT(P) is being used in the framework of a course on deduction and inference sys-
tems at the FernUniversität Hagen, as well as in a course on logic and functional
programming. After the usage of AT(P), feedback from the students was very
positive in general; a more detailed evaluation of the system has still to be done.
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Of the several annotation types shown in Sec. 5, the modes and examples have
proven to be especially useful. Compared to the little effort needed to formulate
modes and examples, there is ample reward in automatically detected errors.
Also, along with the introduction of the system TSP, at the heart of AT(P), our
exercises have become more precise, thus reducing the risk of misunderstanding
with the students. Some reference solutions benefitted as well: by testing against
alternative versions, several improvements could be achieved. Finally, the modes
and examples are useful documentation of the predicates in question.

In the area of testing and analysis of Prolog programs there have been many
proposals, ranging from theorem proving (eg. [11]) to various forms of debugging
(eg. [3]) and systematic testing. The proposals differ along several axes: static
or run-time analysis, restricting the target language or not, expressiveness of the
annotation language. For a comparison of our AT(P) approach to various systems
like LPTP [11], GUPU [8], Advice [9], Ciao-Prolog [4], Nope [5], or the TSP
system [7], we refer to [1].

There are other programming aspects that are not covered by AT(P). Exam-
ples are the layout of Prolog code, use of “imperative” programming style, etc.
While there are systems dealing with such aspects (e.g. enforcing a particular
layout discipline), in our AT(P) approach they are currently handled by a human
corrector in the final assessement mode. Whereas it should not be too difficult to
extend AT(P) in this direction, our priority in the design of AT(P) was the focus
on program correctness by fully automated pre-testing of Prolog programming
assignments.

Acknowledgements: The basis for the analysis component of AT(P) is taken
from the TSP system, which was designed and implemented by Holger Neumann
[7]. TSP offers a variety of different tests and turned out to be extremely stable;
the partial specifications presented here were adapted from [7].
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Appendix A

Let us assume that the following program is submitted for the between/3 (see
Example 1):

between(X, N, M) :- var(X), integer(N),
integer(M), N =< M,
gen_list(N, M, X).

gen_list(N, N, [N|[]]) :- !.
gen_list(N, M, [N|R]) :- L is N + 1, gen_list(L, M, R).

Then AT(P)’s output is the following:

The following query failed, though it should succeed:
between(10,10,20)

Therefore, your program violates the following property:
The lower bound N is between N and M

-------------------------------------------------
Wrong solutions were generated for the following query:

between(A,100,102)
The wrong solutions for this query are listed below:

between([100,101,102],100,102)
-------------------------------------------------
Solutions were overlooked for the following query:

between(A,100,102)
The overlooked solutions for this query are listed below:

between(100,100,102)
between(101,100,102)
between(102,100,102)

AT(P) is designed to perform a large number of tests. In the generated report,
however, it filters some of the detected errors for presentation. Several differ-
ent filters generating reports of different precision and length are available. In
the example above, a single representative for each kind of detected error was
selected.
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